Abstract:. In this paper, we are studying three simulation methods to generate observation for multivariate normal distribution, and these methods are: Matlab mvnrnd, decomposition and conditional methods, and we put simulation programs for each method by Matlab 2015a software, and comparison between these methods by depend on many criterions as MSE, AIC, skw, kur. As well as the run speed criterion for each method to get the best method.
1-Introduction:
Wolfgang Bischoff and Werner Fieger generalization the result of the Castillo and Galambos for multivariate random vectors [4] , Patrick J., Matias, katarzyna [5] , Chun-Chao Wang [6] and others wrote about the multivariate normal distribution and the simulation tests.
Multivariate distributions are studying with several variables (p)that is associated with each relationship and different degrees and thus dependent with a variance and covariance matrix .
[1] If Y has a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector  and var-covariance matrix , the density function is given by :
Where  Length-p row vector,  Matrix, | | Matrix determinant, and is the number of variables. [2] 2-The concept of simulation As a result of appearance several problems and statistical theories which are difficult find a logical analysis by mathematical proof, so it has been translated and transformation these theories to real societies, then they have chosen a number of independent random samples, To get the ideal solution for these problems, so practically these samples which are difficult find at the area because they Requires High cost, Time and effort hence some researchers have gone in the beginning of Twentieth century to apply technique the sampling experiment that which is known today simulation .The simulation process is a digital style to complete the experiments on the electronic calculator, which include types of logical and mathematical operations necessary to describe the behavior and structure of complex real system through a given time period. 
1) Mean squared error (MSE)
If T is (statistic) estimate for the parameter then we called that ,( ) -is ,( ) -( ) , ( )-Now when the estimate T be unbiased estimator then ( ), which mean that , ( )-is equal to zero and ( ). There is another formula for these estimators specially (for joint estimator) of it as
Where Rep: Replication of experiment
2) Akaike information criteria (AIC)
The form of this criteria is either ( ) ,or ( ) Where n: number of fitted parameters, N: sample size.
3) Mardia's test statistic for skewness and kurtosis [6] [7] If random sample of independent and identical p-variate vectors with unknown mean µ and unknown covariance matrix ∑. Mardia (1970 Mardia ( -1974 defined the measure of multivariate skewness and kurtosis as follows:
Under normality of , asymptotically MVN ,A=n /6 has a distribution with f=p(p+1)(p+2)/6 degrees of freedom and the statistic ( ) √ ( ) has asymptotic standard normal distribution . Based on the statistic A and B, as test for multivariate normality jarque and bera (1987) proposed to use the statistic JB=A+B 2 which has asymptotic chi-square distribution with f+1 degrees of freedom. in addition, the distribution is symmetric (null of skewness) around the curve when the value of skewness is zero (sk=0), and the value of kurtosis for the normal distribution in univariate case is 3,while the Mardia's kurtosis is p(p+2 ) for the multivariate distribution of p-variables, which is ku= 2(2+2)=8 when (p=2).but, the p_JB criterion has belong on the following hypothesis If p-value <0.05 the hypothesis is reject. Either p-value >0.05 the hypothesis is not reject.
4-Formulation of Simulation Model
We are choose Matlab 2015a as a program for this study to write a simulation model to generate observation for multivariate normal distribution and selecting default value for the parameters
this distribution, in addition to select sample size n= 15 , 50 ,100 and 200 respectively and choosing the number of replication as (R= 10000).
5-Simulation method 1-Matlab mvnrnd
This method depend on the following formula to get observation for multivariate normal distribution as ( ) Where mu: mean value vector for the distribution : variance and cov_variance for the variable and we wrote a complete program for this method in matlab software.
2-Decomposition method
To generate observation of multivariate normal distribution by this method must be generate the vector from the relation ( ) and also generate the matrix T from the form in matlab program, such that A is var_cov matrix ,then get the variable X as that submit to this distribution.
3-Conditional method[3]
The idea of this method is -Generate from the marginal distribution of . -Generate from the conditional distribution of , given .
The suitability of this method for a given bivariate distribution depends on there being an efficient method for generating from the required univariate distributions. More generally, let ( ∑), i.e, X is a p-dimensional multivariate normal random vector with mean vector µ and covariance matrix ∑, let L be the lower triangular matrix of the cholesky decomposition of ∑, i.e a matrix such that ∑=LL' .( routines for computing L are available in many computer software packages.) given independent univariate standard variates, ( ), transform them To achieve ( ∑) distribution.
5-Result of simulation
After we show the special methods to generate observation for multivariate normal distribution, we review the results that obtained it from these methods as: for each method and we get that the upper ratio to the matlab (mvnrnd) method (47%), while the second method (decomposition) have got on (37%), and so be the matlab (mvnrnd) method is the best method to generate observation of multivariate normal distribution. 6-After that we put table (3-6) to get the average of all the parameter and criterion of each method, this average got from accumulated the four values of parameter and criterion in addition to correlation in all case of sample size after that we divided it by four, for example to get the value (2.600) of mean 1 in the same table, we do that Mean1= (2.5975+2.5996+2.5980+2.5994)/4=2.600, And so on for all other values, in addition to the table (3-7) contain the comparison of number of the times of excellence and the ratio to table (3-6) , and finally we deduced that the best method is matlab (mvnrnd)method because it get (55%) as a better ratio .
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